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Conrad Addresses Controversy, Brings Humor
By Lisa V. Lesperance
Staff Writer

Outfitted in a conservative tweed jacket,
one would never guess this man to be so
liberal in his works. In a virtually packed
auditorium he entertained his audience
with a fine sense of humor. He stunned
them with deep political, essentially con
troversial perceptions. In presenting mat
ters the way he sees them through his in
tricate caricatures, it is no wonder he is a
household name. He is Paul Conrad,
editorial cartoonist of the Los Angeles
Times.

Having recently been awarded his third
Pulitzer Prize for a number of works that
focused on government and military af
fairs, he privileged us with his presence
here at University of San Diego. In part of
the Speakers Bureau series, Mr. Conrad
presented his cartoons on screen while
commenting as well.
"Editorial cartoonists have both a func
tion and a purpose," declared Conrad.
Backed by the First Amendment, indeed
they practice freedom of speech. For many
years now Conrad has been "after
Reagan," which indeed has added to his
reputation of being somewhat controver
sial. The President practices what Conrad
entitles "Reaganhood" where he "robs
from the poor and gives to the rich."
Clamping down on the President and
his policies, Mr. Conrad claims we are in a
new time frame with Ronald Reagan or
"time warp" as he put it. He characterized
Reagan in many of his cartoons, which
were transposed into slides for his presen
tation.

One such picture reproduced the back
of a dollar bill. With the words "In God
We Trust" crossed out, Conrad cleverly
replaced them with the words, "Trust Me"
in what was made to look like it was com
ing from inside the White House: Still,
another caricature showed a number of
outhouses tipped on their side. Each
represented a specific political policy rang
ing from "Beirut" to "Arms Control." It
then pictured Reagan climbing out from a
hole in the ground with a- spectator com
menting, "No matter what, he always
comes out smelling like a rose."
Of course criticisms of our present ad
ministration are not the only works which
Conrad has composed. Included in his
repertoire are pieces which focus on
former presidents Johnson, Nixon, Ford
and Carter together with those policies
and practices of other nations as well.
These, too, are the subjects of discussion.
For as Father Victor Salandini put it,
"Conrad is very liberal." He went on to
say that, "We need more people like him
(Conrad), because he tells the truth."
A question-and-answer session followed
the slide presentation. Inquiries such as
"What is the biggest drawback to your
type of life?" and "Have you ever gone too
far?" were most revealing. Although the
audience had its fun with him, Conrad
proved to have a more serious side. When
asked if he ever does positive cartoons he
responded, "Satire needs a negative ap
proach. Although my cartoons are neg
ative in nature, they make a positive state
ment."

(Continued on page 6)

USD To Implement New Parking Plan

By Scott Stevens
Acting Editor
117 WZ1 /A^fr V^aiTAnn

A new parking policy will be imple
mented beginning in the fall semester, in
order to offset the present parking prob
lem, as well as the lack of spaces which will
be created this summer when the new
University Center begins construction.
The new policy will entail a variety of
changes over the present system. First, a
greater distinction will be made between
campus residents and commuter students.
Residents will have stickers designating
whether they live in Camino/Founders,
DeSales or the Mission Housing, and com
muters as well as employees will have
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separate A.types_ of
stickers. "The
designa
tion of easily discernible parking stickers
which segregate the cars of different types
of students is the key to making the system
work," said Don Johnson, Director of the
Safety and Security Department.
The first change will be the setting aside
of the Olin Hall parking lot for the express
use of Camino/Founders residents, em
ployees, and handicapped. This system
will provide 110 spaces exclusively for
Camino/Founders residents. However,
this will be THE ONLY lot in which these
residents may park. Secondly, residents of
DeSales will have set aside exclusively for
them, 115 spaces in the soon-to-be-en
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larged Field House parking lot (halfway up
the hill to the Sports Center complex).
Again, this lot will be the only lot usable
by DeSales residents. Additionally, the
enlarged lot will have stairway access and
a more graded entrance road.
Residents of the Mission Complex will
be able to park in 165 set-aside spaces in
the Field House lot, as well as the few
spaces adjacent to the complex buildings.
The large Mission Complex lot will be
reserved for commuters from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m. on all school days, but will be open
to Missions residents on weekends and
non-school hours.
All other parking areas, including the

large Serra/Law School lot, the soon-tobe-built Harmon lot, the small DeSales
"E" lot, and all parallel parking will be
reserved exclusively for commuters, em
ployees and handicapped. NO RESI
DENT WILL BE ALLOWED TO PARK
ON THE UPPER SECTION OF CAM
PUS, except the Camino/Founders
residents in the Olin lot.
Other additional areas will include an
extension of North and South Marian
ways so that they intersect at Santa Ana
Way, near the East entrance. Each of
these streets will be designated "one way"
(North Marian will be West, South Mar-

continued on page 6)

Tennis MVP
See page 14
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Geology Field Trips:
A Look Below The Surface
Maureen McDonald
Staff Writer
Geology field trips. A required part of
the Environmental Studies course but are
they that excruciating? You'd be surprised
just how much more significant all the
hours of lecture and lab become when you
can actually see what you've been study
ing in books. Two field trips taken this
semester in Environmental Studies 1 were
a study of the beaches and land forma
tions in the San Diego area and an over
night sojourn to the Anza-Borrego Desert.
The first field trip consisted of seven
stops around San Diego at four beaches,
one site up Linda Vista Road and two
points on USD campus. The trip revealed
information about what this area was like
thousands of years ago. For instance, did
you know that we at USD presently sit on
what is called the Linda Vista formation
and had we been here many milleniums
ago, wouldn't have been able to swim down
Friars instead of drive? Sunset Cliffs was
like a picture right out of the chapter on
beach erosion, displaying at least one ex
ample of every type of beach formation.
We stopped at Tourmaline Surfing Beach
for a Camino Cafe box lunch (that was,
incidentally, better than many of Mom's
bag lunches) and watched the surfers
while we learned about the area. One
couldn't help wondering if the dudes ap
preciated what and how long it took to
form the beach they were surfing on. We
went to Mt. Soledad (during the day, and
only to observe the land, not romantically
inclined people) and saw all the houses
that will someday be wasted because no
one consulted geologists before building
them on a fault. At our last stop, Torrey

Pines, our troup slowly grew in number as
the profs lectured up and down the beach.
Everyone except the newlywed couple
having an argument stopped for a few
moments to listen and learn. Worn out
from the day, we returned home.
The weekend trip consisted of one ex
hausting but fun hike after another. The
pre-trip slide presentation invoked a few
misgivings about the potential fun it was
supposed to be ("every bush is a bath
room" and "bring a comb to get the cactus
needles out of your skin") but the general
consensus upon termination of the ex
perience was "Yeah, it was fun."
Once again, Camino Cafe provided the
food, and it acquired a "new taste" as it
was cooked and eaten under the open sky.
Prof Olmo conducted an observational
scavenger hunt for bats, and there was the
proverbial campfire with singing. And, of
course, there were those delicious Camino
fudge brownies.
Awakening fresh from a three-hour
sleep, the students hiked to dwell among
15-20,000-year-old Indian caves; Box Ca
nyon, where the Mormon Battalion Mon
ument stands; and to collect 17-mil!ionyear-old oyster fossils. Holding fast to all
these nature experiences, the students
boarded the bus and headed for home.
Upon their arrival I spotted a girl dragging
her sleeping bag down to the valley, sport
ing a rather dead look. "Paige," I said,
"how was it?" Her face managed a slight
glow as she said, "Fun. But I'm SO tired!"
So I guess a few worthwhile sacrifices must
be made to fully experience what En
vironmental Studies 1 has to offer, and
also to avoid writing the dreaded eightpage paper.

Locally Studied Medicine
May Prevent Asthma
A recently released new drug which was
extensively studied in San Diego not only
provides relief from the symptoms of
asthma; but the new drug may also pre
vent some types of asthma from taking
place. Asthma symptoms result from a
constricting of the air passageways to the
lungs, making it difficult for a person to
breathe.
For a number of reasons, the new medi
cine will be exciting news for people who
suffer with asthma-like conditions.
The new medicine was found to be very
effective against bronchospasm, a medical
condition which causes a narrowing of the
air passageways leading to the lungs.
Bronchospasm is believed to result in
part from an imabalance in body chem
istry, as well as environmental factors such
as air pollution and exposure to allergenic
substances in the air. The illness is a wide
ly prevalent condition and is estimated to
affect almost 14 million people living in
the United States.
The recurring episodes of bronchospasm
produce shortness of breath and difficulty
in breathing in its victims.
The medicine known as bitolterol mesyl
ate is actually a new type of drug classified
as a prodrug. A prodrug is an inactive
substance which is activated by naturally
occurring enzymes in the tissues and
blood.
In essence, the inactive medicine is

changed by the body itself to the active
form of the drug which can relieve the
symptoms of bronchospasm. Bitolterol is
in an aerosol form so patients can breathe
a metered dose of the drug which only
reaches the air passageways. The benefit is
that it not only works rapidly but also pro
duced significantly fewer side effects than
theophylline, which is the most widely
used drug in the United States for the con
dition.
It was found that the new drug will
significantly reduce the occurrence of
bronchospasm in people suffering with
asthma-like symptoms.
In addition to preventing asthma at
tacks and being fast acting, the new drug,
bitolterol mesylate, lasts longer than cur
rently available drugs and it has the pros
pect of significantly fewer side effects than
the most widely prescribed medicine.
Nationally recognized physicians at the
Pediatric Allergy Medical Group of San
Diego studied the new drug extensively
and coordinated the national clinical trials
which were instrumental in the recent
FDA approval. The new drug, prescribed
under the trade name Tornalate, was
discovered and developed by the Sterling
Winthrop Research Institute in Rens
selaer, New York. The company's research
institute has an 80-year-long tradition of
pursuing major advances in pulmonary
medicine.

Campus Notes
A
•Honors Convocation, today, 11 am, Camino Theatre.
*ASB Senate, today 11:15 am, Salomon Lecture Hall.
•Senior &. Faculty Wine &. Cheese, today, 3 pm, TBA.
•Dance Concert, Fri, 8 pm, Camino Theatre.
•LAST DAY OF CLASSES!!! FRIDAY, MAY 10!!!
•Mass, Sun, May 12,10 am, 5 &. 7 pm.
•Mother's Day! Sun, May 12!!! Remember those cards!
•FINALS BEGIN!! WEDNESDAY, MAY 15!

USD Hosts Meeting:
Immigration Rights
A two-day conference of international
import, "Immigration Rights in Transi
tion," is set for Friday and Saturday, May
3 and 4, at the USD Manchester Confer
ence Center.
Sponsored by the Hispanic Children's
Law Project, the conference is a training
ground for attorneys and others working
with immigration rights. The conference,
which is open to the public, will feature
major reports from such noted immigra
tion experts as:
—Peter A. Schey, director of the Na
tional Center for Immigrants' Rights. He
will speak on recent Supreme Court cases
and take a look at trends in the law.
—Marc Van Der Hout, a San Francisco
attorney recently elected president of the
National Lawyers Guild. He will discuss
legal training on immigration and
Naturalization Service enforcement and
employee/employer rights.
—Linda Wong, director of the Im
migrant Civil Rights Program for the
Mexican-American Legal Defense and
Education Fund. Her topic is civil rights

implications of INS and local police en
forcement.
—Dr. Wayne Cornelius, director of UC
San Diego's Center for U.S.-Mexican
Studies, the largest such program in the
nation. Cornelius is scheduled to speak on
government attempts to regulate the use
of Mexican labor in California.
This will be the first report of a major
study headed up by Cornelius on the role
of undocumented workers in California.
Managers of 177 firms were interviewed in
San Diego, Los Angeles, and San Fran
cisco.
Cornelius is widely published on
Mexican-related issues and is president of
the Latin American Studies Association,
the national organization of scholars from
all disciplines working on Latin America.
The USD conference is the first major
undertaking by the Hispanic Children's
Law Project, a joint effort by USD's
Mexico-U.S. Law Institute and UCSD's
Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies.
For more information, please call John
Nunes at 260-4600 or Susan Drake at
260-4816.

Over $6 Billion In Aid
May Annually Be Unclaimed
Last year, it was estimated by the Na
tional Commission on Student Financial
Assistance, as recorded in The Chronicle of
Higher Education, that as much as $6.6
billion in private sector scholarships went
unclaimed because students did not know
about them. Today, over 70% of students
attending college are in need of some type
of financial aid. Many of the college
students and their families are discouraged
by the gloomy picture of the economy and
the $9.2 billion dollar cutback in federal
and state financial aid. There is still a
bright spot in today's picture according to
28-year-old Daniel J. Cassidy, founder and
president of National Scholarship Re
search Service (NSRS) and now, Interna
tional Scholarship Research Service
(ISRS(. Over $15 billion in privately fund

ed scholarships are available to most
students. This is where NSRS, located in
San Rafael, California, can help. Over
25,000 students have taken advantage of
their unique computer printouts contain
ing a thorough listing of all potential
scholarships, fellowships, grants and
loans; tailored to their background and
educational goals.
NSRS was started over five years ago
when Dan was a student at the University
of San Francisco. Coming from an uppermiddle class family, Dan didn't qualify for
public funded scholarships. He began
researching the private sector (corpora
tions, foundations, trusts, memorials,
religious groups, etc.) for scholarships.
After countless hours of tedious research,
he collected $20,000 in scholarships and a
$4,000 research grant.
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Senior Banquet
Leaves Memories
People ask "What is a Senior Banquet?"
I guess one could say it is a culmination of
years spent together at USD, and the ap
proximately 300 Seniors who attended the
celebration last Friday night were glad
that they came.
Many comments flew through the air at
the Kona Kai Club throughout the eve
ning. "I haven't seen you since Freshman
English," "This banquet is great! You
don't even have to have a date. . . you can
dance with everyone," etc.
The evening began, for most, with cock
tails, finally a chance to use some of Dr.
Williamson's famous "cocktail party
lines." Father Mike McKay delivered a
beautiful blessing for the meal we shared,
as well as for the years we've spent at
USD.
Following dinner was the presentation
of the SAA awards by Dr. Hughes and
Mary Petricca. Hopefully these awards will
be part of future banquets, as this was the
first year they've been established. The
awardees were chosen by a vote of the
Senior Class, and the outcome was as
follows: Outstanding Faculty Member,
Dr. Larry "Speechless" Williamson; Out
standing Staff/Administrator, Fr. O.J.
Mullen; Outstanding Senior Student,
Avis Reinicke.
The next set of awards was presented in
an entirely different context. Knowing
who presented the awards will quickly
clear up any misconceptions, Steve Smith,
Matt McGowan and Greg Giuliano. The
awards were as follows: Jimmy Durante
Award, Tim Swett; Jackie O Award, Pa
trice Farrell; J. David Dominelli Award,
Bret Campbell; Ward and June Cleave

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
"I think you've had a few too many
"You kidditi, I can drive
with my eyen cloned."
"You've had too much to drink,
let me drive."
"Nobody driven mi/ car but we"
"Are yon OK to drive?"
" few beeni"

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

Award, John "Wheels" Maguire; Most
Likely To Have Children. . . Already,
Grant Bauer, Patrice Farrell, Murray
Deline; Best Comedy Duo, "Where's Mur
ray?"; Cutest Drunk, Katie "I was at the
Bacchus Roast?" O'Rourke; Most Likely
To Need A Toupe In 5 Years, Clay Epper
son; GQ Award, Fr. "The Man Without
Adult Friends" OJ Mullen; Most Likely
To Go Off The Deep End, Mike Davis;
The You-Don't-Get-To-Wear-A-Hood-On
-May 26 Award, Daryl-Lynn Lalli; Best
Eight Years Of My Life Award, Bob "The
Funniest Guy In The World" Winters;
Maybe Next Year Award, Clare D'Agnostino; Most Hours In The Library Award,
Cheri Machado; Most Likely To Take A
Life, Kathy Genzel; Most Attractive
Manicure, Andrea "Thumbs" LeMoine;
Most Likely To Become A Priest, Matt
Sheahan; Can't You Get A Pair Of Shoes
Award, Mike "Pretty Feet" Pacino; Most
Likely To Be Arrested Near An Elemen
tary School, Chris Kanzius; Most Likely
To Become Dictator Of A Third World
Country, Sr. Helen Lorch; Most Likely
To Look Like Art Hughes, Peter
McGuine.
Following those laughs was an incredi
ble and shocking (to some) slide show. It
captured members of our class all the way
back to our Freshman year... "Tim,
where did you get that hideous wig?
. . .Jerome, you look so cute doing dishes
your apron!. . . And there are still some
seminarians looking for that St. Francis
sign pictured in the show. Afterward there
was dancing to the sounds of "The
Features."
It was definitely a unique experience.
Too bad not all seniors could have shared
in the celebration, but do not fear, there
are many more parties to attend before we
leave USD. Don't forget, Carl's Jr. Is Ac
cepting Applications!!
NOTE: Opinions expressed herein repre
sent those of the author.

Want To Improve
Your GPA?

Get a job! That's right—statistics show
that students who work part-time do bet
ter academically. Other advantages of
having a job include: EXTRA CASH,$,
enhancing your TIME MANAGE
MENT SKILLS and developing HID
DEN SKILLS/TALENTS. We will assist
YOU in finding part-time employment.
Don't wait! COME TO THE STU
DENT EMPLOYMENT CENTER,
SERRA HALL 317.

Congratulations!

ASB Directors & Committees
Good Luck Planning & Programming!

University Students Raise
$10,000 In
By Emily Schell
Guest Writer
"I have this great idea!" said Mission
Club Vice President Chris Bertrand last
December. "Everyone loves to dance, and
I think we can raise lots of money with a
major dance-a-thon. . ."
Bertrand's inspiration was sparked by a
small dance-a-thbn that the Mission Club
sponsored at USD last November to raise
funds or OXFAM. Months of hard work
came to a halt last Friday night as
900-1,000 dancers participated in the First
Annual University Students Charity
Dance-a-Thon at the El Cortez Hotel.
"The project was a great success," com
mented dancer Shari Washly. "We raised
over $10,000 for a very worthy cause.
Funds will be used to begin development
projects in Sorona, one of the poorest
towns of northern Mexico. Due to
drought and impoverished conditions,
this is one village specified for the "AdoptA-Village" program sponsored by World
Vision and SHARE (Self Help And
Resource Exchange).
SHARE is presently feeding families
throughout San Diego and 20,000 families
each month in Baja California. Their uni
que self-help approach generates over
40,000 hours of community service work
each month in the poorest sections of Ti
juana, Tecate, Ensenada and Mexicali.
Each family receiving food packages con
tributes two hours of community service
in exchange. Also, families are given
vegetable seeds and taught how to grow
bio-dynamic mini farms for selfsufficiency. The people are trained to start
neighborhood "cottage industries" which
enable them to make products and sell
them in the markets. School programs are
initiated and assistance is lent to drill wells
in the villages.
The money raised by students from
USD, UCSD and SDSU in the dance-athon will go toward these programs in
Sorona.
Bertrand's initial groundwork found the
Adopt-A-Village program and began
organizing the dance-a-thon. "The sup
port was incredible," he stated. "All the
bands and DJ's were so supportive. They
volunteered to play, they came out here
willing to help, and they played some great

music that really made our event a
success."
Mid City Productions, a group of disc
jockeys, began the evening at 6 p.m. and
played between band sets featuring The
Incidentals, Limbo Slam, A League of
Gentlemen and The Tears. KS103's disc
jockey Dominic came on at 10:40 and
played between two sets of N-E-l, then
wrapped up the dance with a "spunk
hour." Dancers were not shy when it came
time to compliment band members. Their
performances were first class, and band
members joined the dancers after their
sets.
"Everyone had so much energy left dur
ing that eigth hour!" said dancer Kathleen
Hines. The last hour was used for judges
to determine the couple to receive the
grand prize. Throughout the evening,
prizes were awarded to various dancers,
but the big prizes came in the end. Mike
Spelts and Lori Morgan won the grand
prize cruise to Ensenada, Don Pannier and
Ed Ross (the cutest couple on the floor
received Bulova watches, Ali Anderson
and Rich Meinkowski received walkman
stereos. Anderson and Meinkowski
brought in the most sporsorship dancing
for $176 in donations that evening.
"The nicest thing was seeing all the
volunteer and donation support," said
Bertrand. "The music, the prizes, the
advertising, the hall, the programs,
refreshments and time were all donated.
Everyone showed a caring and giving
spirit all along."
Special thanks were given to Butch Tur
cot of SHARE, Miss San Diego Marianne
Mcintosh and the local queens in atten
dance, Johnny MacDonald and Steve
Zappone, Mission Club members, USD
seminarians, Sigma Chi (USD and
SDSU), Circle K Clubs at USD, SDSU
and UCSD, USD and UCSD Associated
Students, USD Gamma Phi Beta. Ber
trand expressed the desire to thank all
who sponsored, played music and helped,
and he hopes to see continued support for
the 1986 Second Annual San Diego
University Students Charity Dance-AThon. (He's looking for a coordinator. . .)
One dancer commented, "This was
worth missing the Senior Banquet.

THE VISTA NEWSPAPER
NEEDS WRITERS/
PHOTOGRAPHERS/EDITORS
The newspaper is a large part of the
USD campus, but it can only be as
good as you are willing to make it.
Make your college years a little more
memorable, write for the Vista!
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS
WELCOME!
SIGN UP TO RECEIVE SUMMER
INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS NOW!
in the ASB or Vista office, Serra Hall
Don't miss your chance to contribute to the
quality of your campus newspaper!
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Opinions

From The Desk

Doubtless the new parking system at USD (see page 1) will cause a great deal of
displeasure among the student body in the coming week, not to mention the first
month of school next fall. In speaking with Mr. Don Johnson (Security Director),
I am convinced that there is no better nor easier way to solve the dilemma of park
ing, at least for the next couple of years.
The problem, simply stated, is that there is no more level ground on the main
section of campus. Many times I've heard the suggestion to construct multi-level
parking structures on campus, and in fact, three of those structures are already in
the planning stages. However, with the limits on funding and other factors, they
will not be completed in the next few years. Other plans have been under con
sideration, such as the elimination of freshmen automobiles, however, this seems
much too harsh a solution for what is only a minimally severe problem.
The system, as it will stand next year, will simply mean that some students will
have to walk or ride bicycles/mopeds more often, especially those living in
DeSales. There is simply not enough room on the main campus to provide park
ing for residents and commuters both. It is the only plausible solution at this time.
The only improvement that I can suggest, would be to open the entire upper cam
pus for general parking during evening and weekends, as this will greatly reduce
the danger for personal injury among those students who would need to go from
the Missions area to the main campus during non-daylight hours.
I invite comments/responses/ideas on the new system.
Scott M. Stevens

Author's Response
Dear Editor,
In Michael Stein's letter to the editor
(VISTA, May 2, 1985) he addresses a col
umn written some two years ago. What
Mr. Stein failed to recognize was a reply I
made to the tremendous number of re
sponses received subsequent to the publi
cation of that article. In the May 5, 1983
issue of the VISTA the following was writ
ten in response to those letters. "I have in
deed been humbled. Within those letters
lies a great lesson for me and I heartily
apologize for any offense taken. I tried last
week to convey MY OWN WEAKNESS
as well as that of what I thought to be a lit
tle tastelessness and rudeness. . .To those
who found my article offensive, please ac
cept my apologies as well as my thanks for
several points well taken."
Then, as now, Mr. Stein, I tried to keep
as open a mind as possible. Do I fail? Yes. I
don't claim to have all of the answers, I
just call 'em as I see 'em. If I find I have

made a mistake, 1 correct it, as I did in my
response. To suggest that I'm a hypocrite
and a bigot shows how little perception
you have of my writing, and how hasty
you were in your accusations.
You have absolutely no foundation for
your comments. You claim that I am,
"... a perfect example of someone who
can't be himself in which case he (I) prob
ably will still be the person that his (my)
circular society has molded him (me) to
become." You, quite obviously, don't read
the VISTA, Mr. Stein. For if you had, you
would now that for nearly three years I
have stuck my neck out defying what so
ciety "wants me to be." People have passed
judgements on me without ever knowing
who I am. It didn't take a shaved head or
an earring or even the obnoxious behavior
I've seen displayed by certain unnamed
parties. In short, Mr. Stein, I would hope
in the future you would use as much time
and energy discerning your accusations as
you do in making them.
Tim Durnin
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Letters
To The Editor
Editor:
Recently I have grown quite perturbed
with what I find to be a highly advertised
fallacy here on campus: "HAVE NO
FEAR, SIGMA PI ESCORT SERVICE IS
HERE." I used to feel somewhat secure
seeing numerous signs distributed and
posters pinned up throughout our campus
publicizing this fine community service. I
thought how wonderful it was to have a
brotherhood who cared enough to sacri
fice its study time to help out damsels in
distress. So I thought!
Having attended a Speaker's Bureau
presentation by Paul Conrad last Tuesday
evening I found myself amongst only a few
people when it came time to leave. Natur
ally, I felt a bit anxious upon discovering
no one around to walk home with me.
Then I recalled Sigma Pi's escort service.
Surely, I had nothing more to worry

about.
I phoned them from Founder's security
only to find no answer. It was nearly 10
p.m. and there were no knights in shining
armor coming to my salvation. Feelings of
disgust added to my already frightened
emotions. There I was, a young lady, all
alone in the middle of a dark, deserted
campus.
With no thanks to Sigma Pi's Escort Ser
vice, I arrived in the valley alive. Much ap
preciation to you, USD security, for help
ing me out even when it was not your»
responsibility.
As for you, my dear fraternity, I suggest
either changing your advertising or re
sponding to your calls. You never know—
someone might have not come to my
rescue—where would that leave me?
Truly irritated,
Lisa V. Lesperance

Dear Editor,
The purpose of this letter is twofold; it
pertains to the "dual programming issue"
and its potentially hazardous implications,
and also it appreciates USD cultural arts.
Specifically, I am referring to two
parallel events on Saturday night (the
4th). I was attending the Dance Recital in
Camino Theater, watching a presentation
that completely utilized music. At the
same time, however, the first band for the
Russian Tourist Dance on Camino Patio
had begun to play. The band music could
be heard in the theater and not only made
the performance more difficult for the
dancers trying to hear their own music,
but it interrupted the performance that
the audience came to see. I am not sug
gesting that one of the two events should
not have gone on (indeed, after the recital.

I attended the dance on the patio) but that
more consideration should have been
given to the time of two musical perfor
mances in the same area.
Secondly, I would just like to say that it
is a shame that we, the student body, can
not more fully appreciate the Cultural
Arts at USD. There are many fine exhibi
tions, cultural festivals, plays and perfor
mances that are worked on very hard and
only patronized by a few. Of course, it is
everyone's choice to opt for "the party"
over "the arts," but I for one have been
really glad that I attended some of the
"artsy" entertainment. I am sure that I will
not stop going to the parties, too, but a
small taste of the other will keep me going
back for more.
Converted,
Maureen McDonald

Dual Programming
Opposed

Registration Behavior
Sirs,
I would just like to take this opportunity
to thank the boys of Sigma Pi for their per
formances at the School of Business dur
ing the morning of May the first. While
waiting to register, and trying to sleep, I
was fortunate enough to get a first-hand
look at the brothers at "play." Their
maturity was evident in the extensive use
of four letter words (which were not kept
to themselves), the brother who urinated
on the side of the street, the burning of
paper against the wall, the plugging of the

sprinkler heads with bubble gum, and the
fine job they did of cleaning up all of their
empty beer cans. If it was recognition and
attention you were looking for, you got it.
It's just too bad it couldn't have been put
to better use. Even though it was only a
minority of Sigma Pi involved, it reflects
on the entire fraternity. I strongly urge
that the more responsible and mature
members of Sigma Pi teach some common
courtesy and manners to the rest of the
"brothers."
Name Withheld

VISTA NEEDS YOU!
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Opinions
Letters To The Editor continued
C ommencementNot For Propaganda
Dear Editor:
Speaking as one who attended the
graduation meeting of April 25, 1985, I
would like to address the questions posed
by Monie Captan in his commentary
"Where Has USD Failed" which appeared
in the May 2,1985 issue of the VISTA.
Mr. Captan first claims that some of
those who voted no did so because it was
not "...'cool' to sing the song..." I don't
believe this song to be a matter of cool.

College Bowl
Thanks
Dear Editor,
* •
I would like to thank the USD com
munity for the support they gave to the
first annual College Bowl Competition
here at USD. We had ten teams enter the
tournament. I appreciate their enthusiasm
and energy. Congratulations to the winn
ing team "Intelligents" with Peter Crinella,
Rob Craig, Chuck Cyprien and John
Dannemiller and the runner-up "ROTC"
with Michael Hamilton, Mary Francis,
Don Cavanagh, and Jeff McMillan.
Special thanks to all who entered the tour
nament, C.I.A., Panalbra, DeSales R.A.'s,
Society of Jesus, Tidybowlmen, Vasser,
Not a Prayer, and Greene's Machine. Col
lege Bowl could not have happened
without the support of many people. I
want to thank the moderators; Fr. Ron
Pachence, Fr. Owen Mullen, Dr. Thomas
Cosgrove, Dr. Judith Liu and D'Arcy
Denos, the judges and scorekeepers; Mike
Davis, Paul Davis, Paul Briggs, Carmela
Carr, Mary Ann Cahill, Barry O'Brien,
Donna Heath, and Mimi Mehrabi, and a
special thanks to Jesus Bautista and Harry
Hadjian without whom College Bowl
wouldn't have happened. College Bowl
will be back next fall. Look for signs and I
hope you will join us next time.
Gaye Soroka
Special Projects Coordinator

"Good friends
don't let good friends
smoke cigarettes."
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good for your friends
Adopt a friend who smokes and help em quit
today You'll both be glad tomorrow

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
[.

_

VISTA needs
85'86 editors
...think about it!

Why should we sing the song "We Are the
World" simply because it is the "in" thing
to do? If you are looking for something
cool to do, Mr. Captan, why ask the
senior class as a whole to make a donation
to famine relief in Ethiopia. This would be
entirely more meaningful than singing a
song.
In addition, should we, as a group, sup
port a program of famine relief which has
a track record as sketchy as this one has?
News reports tell us that much of the
famine relief never makes it to those who
really need it in Ethiopia, that instead the
money is being used by the government to
line its own pockets. Ethiopia's poor don't
need famine relief, they need relief from an
oppressive government which doesn't ap
preciate the needs of the country as a
whole, a government of and for itself.
I as well as others appreciate the need
for hunger relief in developing countries
and applaud the persons responsible for
"We Are the World." Would it not be bet
ter, however, if we took care of the hungry
and poor in our own nation first? There
are many hungry people in the ghettos of
Los Angeles, Chicago, New York and
even here in San Diego if you would ven
ture away from this little country club to
see them, Mr. Captan. A more meaning
ful step in the fight against hunger would
be to use some or all of this famine relief to
aid U.S. farmers who are having to plow
under excess grain because they cannot
sell it and then use this excess grain, as
well as the other government food
surpluses to aid the hungry. Would this

not be a more proper direction of these
funds? We would be aiding two causes:
The plight of the hungry as well as the
plight of the bankrupt farmer.
Mr. Captan's last two arguments deal
with political propaganda and commence
ment. I agree that there are beneficial
times for political propaganda. It is pro
paganda that forces us to use our brains to
assess political situations. However, we
should have enough sense to know when
the use of propaganda is proper.
Commencement IS NOT one of these
times. The times where political state
ments should be made is during the college
experience or in the time that follows, in
the so-called "real world," not at a
ceremony which is used to express celebra
tion at moving on to a new phase of life.
Past graduations at USD have seen
political protest (1981 with Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger and 1984 with
Senator Pete Wilson) with the wearing of
white armbands by some of the faculty
and students. Many persons I talked to
took personal offense at these acts of pro
test occurring during their graduations.
They felt, as I do, that graduation is a time
to express personal and family held joy at
the completion of an education, not for
the making of political statements.
No, Mr. Captan, I do not want "We
Are the World" sung at Commencement
exercises. Graduation only comes once
and I do not wish it ruined by the protest
of a vocal minority.
Sincerely,
Timothy N. Dunn
Class of 1985

Banquet Cost Questioned
I am writing in regard to the so-called
Senior Banquet that was held on Friday,
May 3, at the Kona Kai Club. I am a se
nior who is graduating in May that could
not attend, not by choice, but by being
financially drained by going through this
school for five years. I am not the only
senior who could not attend, either. I
overheard many students who complained
of the high price to attend the banquet.
This is where my complaint begins.
We pay over forty-five thousand dollars
to attend this school because we feel we
can get a better education here than any
where else. With this in mind, I would
think that the school could have funded
the senior banquet, if only for the fact of
the amount that we have invested into
this school. You may say that I am asking
the school to support our social life, but
isn't this our finale to our academic
growth?
In talking with some people after they
attended the banquet, they said it was
nice, but definitely not worth sixteen
dollars. The reason that it was nice was
because it honored the senior class in a
touching way. You were among the people
that you have shared with for four years.
1 his was shown by recapping the four

years in a slide show. I personally would
have liked to have seen this. My infor
mants also told me that the food and band
were not even worth the money. If my cal
culations are right, after paying off the
band, the Kona Kai and other miscellan
eous expenses, there is a sizeable sum left
over. So where does the money go to? Are
they in this to make a profit?
I feel that this whole dilemma of dis
crimination could be ended very easily. If
the school, Student Alumni Association,
or whoever puts on this banquet still in
sists on charging seniors, let them give us a
choice. If students want to attend the din
ner, fine. Charge them, but give us "poor"
students the opportunity to be honored in
the way that this banquet was meant lor.
This approach was used for the Spring
Ball, and proved to be quite successful. Or
else there coiild be a slide show in Camino
Theater and then a dance in the pal in lor
the seniors.
I hope this opinion will be read especial
ly by the juniors. You guys can do some
thing about this discrimination. Don't be
left out next year in being rightfully
honored.
Signed by the deprived,
Kym Marshall

Dear Editor,
I feel obligated to respond to a commen
tary found in the May 2nd VISTA written
by Monie Captan, regarding the negative
vote to have the song, "We Are the
World" sung at commencement. First of
all, I will admit that I was one of those
who voted against singing the song. Yet I
will not admit that I do not care about the
poor and hungry of the world. I resent the
conclusion that Monie came to—that
USD fails to "communicate and instill the,
nobility of virtue."
I am taking advantage of my liberal arts
education, with its emphasis on the "quest
for truth and the development of strong
values." Although there are some very
materialistically inclined students on this
campus, to blame this problem on USD as
an institution, or even on all those seniors
who wished not to support Monie's per
sonal desire to have the song sung, is
ridiculous.
The level of awareness of the social
problems that plague this world is con
stantly being raised by such activities on
campus as Oxfam, SHARE, and other
various Mission Club involvements. This
is not to say that we can't do more, cer
tainly, but I am impressed with the
amount of concern shown by many of the
students here.
Monie, don't you think you have over
reacted just a bit? Perhaps you need to
realize that virtue can be manifested in dif
ferent ways. Please do not label my neg
ative vote as a sign of apathy. By the way,
I voted "no" because I, too, felt that it was
inappropriate to sing the song during com
mencement.
Sincerely,
Michael Schneider

Sidewalk
Suggestion
Dear Editor,
Has there ever been any thought given
to developing a walkway through the east
lawn of Founders Hall? There is an ob
vious path formed on the grass leading
from the corner to the northeast door of
Founders. Instead of having a neverending eyesore, why not develop a useful
and beautiful little pathway for concerned
lazy human beings?
Sincerely,
A concerned lazy human being.
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NROTC Prepares
For Summer Cruises
By Morgan Smith
NROTC Correspondent
After your last final and upon discover
ing that yes, the sun is still there, you're
eager to break the routine of the college
schedule and inject some excitement into
your summer. For Naval ROTC midship
men the thought of adventure and chal
lenge are soon to become a reality as they
prepare for their summer cruises and in
doctrinations.
The summer training period is designed
to further the professional development of
midshipmen, reinforce their academic year
programs, instill a sense of pride and iden
tification with the Navy and Marine
Corps, and expose them to career oppor
tunities in the naval service. For first class
Navy midshipmen, this entails holding a
position or an equivalent to that of a junior
officer. These midshipmen are treated as
officers and are expected to assume their
responsibilities in the same manner as any
other officer. Along with the responsibili
ty comes the chance to visit such places as
Hawaii, Japan, and Australia.
With Marine Corps options attending a
rigorous summer training schedule called
"Bulldog" and the various other programs
set up for the remaining midshipmen, this
summer will definitely prove to be an ex
citing one for naval midshipmen.

Scholarship Book
Details Money
Sources
"The Scholarship Book," which lists
sources for over $10 billion in private sec
tor financial aid for undergraduates, has
just been released by Prentice-Hall.
Packed with more than 50,000 available
scholarships, grants, loans, fellowships
and internships, it is the first affordable,
current and completely cross-referenced
book on private sector financial aid.
Authored by Daniel James Cassidy,
President and Founder of National Schol
arship Research Service (NSRS), with
Michael J. Alves, "The Scholarship Book"
is an absolute must for all college-bound
high school students and college under
graduates in need of financial aid.
And it is especially timely when you
consider the National Committee on Stu
dent Financial Assistance (composed of
congressional and presidential appointees)
recently reported to Congress at least $6.6
billion of private sector financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why? Because peo
ple are unaware of its existence!
According to Ken Kohl, former U.S.
Associate Commissioner of Education un
der Presidents Ford and Carter, "The
Scholarship Book" not only tells you
where the money is but, best of all, how to
get it!

Conrad Addresses
Controversy
(continued from page 1)
This editorial cartoonist left a very in
spiring message for today's college student:
"Read!" "Turn off the tube and read! Read
everything and anything." He also urges
the student to take communication skills
and learn how to speak. He feels that
more humanities are needed together with
good writing courses. "Our brain is like an
Apple Three computer," demands Con
rad, "without the floppy disks!" he added.
We are to use it more.

Parking Policy
(continued from page 1)
ian East), and will provide parallel parking
down their entire lengths.
The entire parking outlook is as follows:
The DeSales lot, which will be closed be
ginning May 28, will cost the campus 357
parking spaces. The enlarged Field House
lot will provide 271 new spaces; the new
Harmon lot, 30 spaces; the DeSales "E"
lot, 58 spaces, new parallel/angular park
ing on North/South Marian ways, 102
spaces; and parallel parking on Santa Ana
Way, 25 spaces. The total outlook for next
year is then an additional 129 spaces over
this year.

Ford Brings Special Senior Discounts
DETROIT, April 30—Graduating col
lege seniors are eligible for a special car or
truck purchase from Ford Division of Ford
Motor Company which today announced
the second year of the Ford College Gra
duate Purchase Program.
The program consists of a certificate for
a $400 purchase allowance, when a pur
chase is made from an authorized par
ticipating Ford dealer, and a certificate for
Ford Credit financing which includes preapproved credit.
"We realize that establishing credit and
buying a new car may be difficult at a time
when you're beginning your new career,"
Ford Vice President and General Manager
Robert L. Rewey and Ford Credit Chair
man James W. Ford wrote the students.
"So we want to make it easier for you"
(with the College Graduate Purchase Pro
gram).
Letters are being mailed to more than
550,000 students from 500 colleges and
universities. Since only students with the
purchase allowance and finance plan cer
tificates in their names are eligible, Mr.
Rewey said, those who were not included
in the initial mailing should contact their
local Ford dealer or Program Head
quarters for information on how to
qualify.
The new 19851/2 Escort is a featured car
in this year's program with approximately
one-fifth of the 1984 purchase participants
selecting Escorts. This new mid-year
Escort features an improved 1.9-liter
engine and interior/exterior styling
enhancements.
In addition to the 19851/2 Escort, the
eligible vehicles are limited to those nor
mally appealing most to the lifestyles of
the new graduates—1985 models of Escort,
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, LTD,
Ranger, Bronco II and F-150/250 series
trucks. The credit available ranges from
$8,000 for Escort to $12,500 for a
Thunderbird, Bronco II or F-250 pickup.
In order to take advantage of Ford's new

and unique offer, students must take their
certificates to participating Ford dealers,
where the $400 allowance can be used
either as a down payment or result in a
direct reimbursement from Ford Division
after the sale. Eligible vehicles can be
selected from dealer inventories until
August 15, 1985, but orders through pro
duction must be placed by June 1.
To qualify for the pre-approved credit,
undergraduate students must be seniors
within four months of graduation from a
four-year college or university, and supply
proof of current or future employment at a

This genius of a man truly moved his au
dience. "Conrad exposes the eloquent af
firmation of human spirit and freedom
through his political expressions," claims
Jeff Mansukhani, USD sophomore.
And is he satisfied with his reputation as
an editorial cartoonist? "No," states Con
rad, "My best is yet to come." The way he
sees it, there are still three years left in this
administration. "It's a dirty job, but some
one has to do it. And I volunteer!"

salary sufficient to cover ordinary living
expenses and vehicle payments.
In most states, the terms available from
Ford Credit under the College Graduate
Purchase Program include a delayed first
payment with ascending monthly pay
ments, a delayed first payment with equal
monthly payments, or standard equal
monthly payments.
Students interested in further informa
tion can contact their local participating
Ford dealers or call Program Head
quarters, toll free at 1-800-321-1536. (In
Michigan, call collect 313-540-9890.)

"We know that this will cause some in
convenience, however, many people, in
cluding students, spent a long time de
veloping this plan, and we believe it is the
most effective way to alleviate the prob
lems which the new University Center will
bring about in the way of parking," said
J.J. Zeterberg, Physical Plant Director.
"The primary enforcement for the new
policy will be towing," added Johnson. "It
seems cold, but it is the most effective way
to enforce the rules. If a few people get
away with breaking the rules it will just
cause a lot more inconvenience for every
body."
A new computer in the Security depart
ment will supplement the plan, and make
it easier for officers to site repeating of
fenders. The new system will also aid in
campus safety, as a rescheduled security
patrol will make many of the lesser-used
areas of campus more safe, for both auto
mobiles and people.

LAS VEGAS
WINNER:
Dirk Needham!
Paid trip to Las Vegas
with airfare!
Ticket No. 553207

Engineering & Science Majors
We have immediate openings for qualified personnel in three distinct
areas:
OPERATING ENGINEER: Primary responsibility includes supervision of
Nuclear propulsion systems.
DESIGN/RESEARCH ENGINEER: Work in planning, testing and design
aspects of engineering.
INSTRUCTOR: Teaching math, chemistry, physics and Eng. to highly
motivated, intelligent students in graduate and undergraduate levels.
QUALIFICATIONS: Male &. Female, U.S. citizen, ages 19-29, good
health, BS/MS preferred.
SALARY: Starts at $26,000 per year and raises to over $50,000 in five
years. Scholarships of $1,000 per month are available to exceptional
students in their junior and senior years. For more information send let
ter or resume to NAVAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMS, BLDG.
#335, Naval Training Center, San Diego, CA 92133 or call toll free:

1-800-228-8961.
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Campus Capsules
STUDENTS WOULD GAIN REPRESENTATION on the Connecticut Student Loan
Foundation's board of directors under a bill now before the state legislature. Two
students—one from a public school, and one from a private school—would provide a
student perspective.
NO MORE SOAPS ON OFFICE TIME, administrators at Birmingham Southern Col
lege have decreed. Students had apparently been using office phones to call a soap-opera
hotline and get plot updates. The school had to pay $75 for 136 calls made to the hotline
in a two-month period.
HOW ABOUT AN ISLAND VACATION? The Council on International Educa
tional Exchange is recruiting students for its second annual youth volunteer service pro
ject on Liberty and Ellis islands. Young people from around the world come to help
refurbishing efforts, and participate in cultural exchange. (CONTACT: The Council on
International Exchange, 205 East 42 St., NY 10017; 212/661-1414.)
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS now get an up-close look at the U. of Washington,
under a visitation program. High school students can spend a day, and even a night,
visiting classes, talking to advisers and professors, and staying in a dorm. While other
schools use such trips for recruitment, Washington—which is already overenrolled—wants future students to know what they're getting into.
TO INCREASE USE OF ITS ESCORT SERVICE, the U. of Pennsylvania
Undergraduate Assembly decided to expand its hours through 7 a.m. daily. That and
other changes were based on a student survey which showed 57% of service users were
dissatisfied. The main complaints were needing an escort after the service closed, and
waiting too long, an average of 39 minutes.
THE S.A.T. IS NO BETTER THAN CHANCE at predicting a student's college suc
cess, according to a couple of recent critics. Author David Owen, in his book None of the
Above, says preparatory courses can improve standardized test scores by as much as 200
points. And researchers at the U. of Michigan's Reading and Learning Skills Center
found that both the S.A.T. and high school rank were "worse than chance" at predict
ing whether student athletes would graduate.

Question of the Week
By John Pentelei-Molnar

What would be your ideal
summer job?

Nicole
Science

Volk

Fresh/Computer

"Cutting a record album."

Noreen Doorly Fresh/I.R.
"Getting paid to get a tan in Greece."

Oakwood Is Back!
Informational Meetings
Brendan Hogarty Soph/B.A.
"To be a beach attendant on Maui."

Tonight! 8:30 pm, Crossroads
Tomorrow, 2:00 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall
Saturday, May 11,2 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall
* Anyone who is unable to attend a meeting should
go to the housing office.

&

Kim Kummler Fresh/Theater
"Starring in a movie."

PacificaTravel
One Way
From

*327
*399
*439
*389
N/A

*409

Round Trip
From

Mix 'n' Match Flexibility

AMSTERDAM
BRUSSELS
MADRID
PARIS
ROME
ZURICH

*558
*758
*798
*738
*828

*768

Also flights to Frankfurt, Geneva, London and Nice.
Our fares include all taxes and charges!

295-0202

No Service Charge

A
I
Ift

|JT»Jfr8CAFt

5.03 LINDA VISTA ROAD
Next to Presidio Garden Center

'PACtFlcAJi
TRAVEL J?

N

Tracy Haraburda Fresh/Psychology
Theresa Mario Fresh/Behavioral
Science
"To be Steve Poltz's Official guitar string
replacers."
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A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADOATES
CAN HELP YOU INTO A NEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOUTH.
With graduation here, you're probably ready for a
new car. Chrysler Corporation understands the
graduate s problems establishing a credit history
and getting together enough cash to finance a
new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car,
thanks to Chrysler's special
Gold Key program for col
lege graduates.
You can drive a new
1985 Chrysler or Plymouth

for a fraction of the purchase cost, with affordably low monthly payments. You have six months
from the receipt of your degree to take advantage
of this exclusive program
Mail the coupon below and get full details
of this special Gold Key
program for you,
the new college
graduate. Act now.

SEND MY MATERIALS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.
Name
Address

College or University
Graduation Date
Mail to: Chrysler-Plymouth College Iirailuale Program
27r>l K. Jefferson Avenue
Del roil. Ml 1H207
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Greek Voice
Phi Kappa Theta

New Exec Board Named

Phi Kappa i heta is proud to announce
excellent job. And to all the Greeks from
the newest members of its family. These
Phi Kappa Theta, have a wild summer!
wonderful ladies are: Martha Aldana,
Congratulations to Eric Huff, Rob
Beth Badders, Lisa Broussard, Noel Fabi
Gibbs, and Bob Pascual as Orientation
an, Roberta Everts, Liberty Griffin, Amy
Team Board members and to Marty HolHarsh, Francie Lefere, Melissa Mackno,
bus, John Kelly, Steve Verde, and Jim
Lisa Mitchell, Suzanne Reed, Denise Rod
Wingrove as Orientation Team Leaders.
riguez, Nancy Titcombe, Rosy Vasquez,
Phi Kappa Theta had its final end of the
Nicole Volk, and Toni Zuazo. Congrat
year party last Monday night and it was a
ulations to you all. See ladies, there was
party to remember all summer. Thanks
nothing to worry about.
USD for coming out to our last big bash of
A new executive board has risen inside
the year. Be looking for more Killer Parties
Phi Kappa Theta. President is Bret Camp
next fall. To all of USD have a safe but ex
bell, Vice President is John Kelly, Social
citing summer.
Chairman is Mike Ditomaso, and Treas
One final note, those of you who went
urer is Paul Briggs. PKT thanks those that
to Las Vegas two Saturdays ago after the
retired from the executive board for an
spontaneous party weren't spontaneous,
outstanding performance which promoted
just blatantly crazy. Paul, if you had been
brotherhood, unity, and an enthusiastic
thinking, you could have called your
attitude which helped us to strive toward
mother and asked her to mail the post
our goals. To all our brothers who are
card for you!
graduating we wish the best of luck to you
on your futures and thank you for teach
ing us how to be good brothers. We will
carry on the tradition! And just because
you're graduating, we better see you
around next year. And to our Little Sis
ters who are graduating, thank you for the
support, love and devotion which you
have given us. Always remember that
By Maureen McDonald
you're "Phi Kappa Theta Sweethearts."
Staff Writer
PKT's Car Bash last Thursday was a
The Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha proudly
smashing success (sorry). USD came out
announce our new initiates: Teresa Belve
to bang out their frustrations because of
dere,
Marilou Cunanan, Cythia Kaczorfinals or because they didn't get the classes
owski, Liliana Russell, Kelly Towe, and
they wanted. We thank you for the sup
Kimberly Warburton. These girls are trueport and we will do it again next year.
ly terrific additions to the team. Zeta
Last Thursday's Greek Social was an
thanks all the Greeks for a marvelous
other fiesta in which everyone had an
Mexican Fiesta last Thursday. Why
awesome time. The food was excellent and
couldn't
we have danced longer? Congrats
the band was outrageous. There was plen
to our UCLA Zeta Sisters who took third
ty of room to dance, drink, and have a
place in ISVT at Santa Barbara. Way to
chance to talk with some of the other
spike
'em! More Congrats to PKT for a su
Greeks around campus. Everyone did an
per "End of the year" party. What a way
to go out.

Zeta Tau Alpha

Sigma Pi

"Surfs" Up To 20
The sun is shining, surf-trunks are bear
ing, and the membership of the Niantic
Surf Team has been upped to about 20
members. More Pi brothers are encourag
ed to join the team; just talk to Bill Getty
or John Belansky. On a similar note, as
summertime rolls around, a certain feeling
of relief hits each and every brother of Sig
ma Pi, school will be out and the vacation
will begin. But not yet, finals are coming
and Sigma Pi is trying for its fourth "High
est Fraternity GPA" award. Amidst the
confusion, in the absence of Tim Penick,
we are wondering if Jim Potts, Tom Kozack, Rob Rubeshaw and Jim Agnew will
pull us together? Or will Mike O'Connell
be the new surprise?
As our Seniors begin to realize the vaca
tion is almost over, the Brothers and Little
Sisters decided to send these men into the
real world with a true blowout. So, on
Monday night, over 150 people gathered

New Initiates

Nurses
&
Nurse
Students
Good money, excel,
benefits, 4 weeks vaca
tion after first year,
worldwide travel, pro
fessional growth, good
advancement, career
development & continu
ing education in the
Navy Nurse Corps, BSN
grads & Senior Students
may apply now. Rapid
Promotion, Mgmt. &
Teaching positions. Call
toll free:
1-800-228-8961.

We're proud to announce that Theta
Epsilon Chapter received the Scholarship,
Attendance and Most Inspirational Pledge
(Debbie Martin) awards at our annual
Zeta Day.
Thank you to the Mission Club and
Circle K for a rewarding and exciting time
at the SHARE Dance-a-thon last Friday
night. It was great to see all our moms at
the Mother-Daughter Luncheon. Con
grats to Debbie Martin for the chapter
"Most Inspirational" award and to Bridget
Smith who received "Zeta Lady" at the
luncheon.
We hope you enjoyed our Survival Kits.
Good luck on finals.

Alpha Delta Pi
MANAGEMENT OPPOR
TUNITIES—Immediate
openings for general, techni
cal and aviation manage
ment positions as officers in
the Navy. College Seniors
or grads, age 19-28 seeking
early responsibility should
apply. All majors consider
ed, no exp nec, Equal op
portunity employer, starting
salary $20,000, $36,000 after
four years. 30 days vacation
first year; outstanding bene
fits pkg, call toll free
1-800-222-6289 Mon-Wed,
8am-4pm

Big Bro's Thanked
By Laura Checkman
Staff Writer
Alpha Delta Pi recently held an end of
the year party for the big brothers. A great
time was had by all and they finally receiv
ed their long awaited T-shirts. Congratu
lations and thanks for all your support
this year you guys. Alpha Delta Pi also cel
ebrated Friendship Week last week which
culminated in the initiation of our two
new actives, Deena Aladray and Gaye
Sorrocca.
Congratulations, and welcome into the
bonds of our sisterhood! Congratulations
also are extended to Andee Krupienski for
her fine performances last weekend in the
USD dance concert. Goodbye seniors. . .
Good luck on finals. . . Greek Social was a
blast. . . Happy Birthday Mary Francis. . .
See everyone next year....

at Jimmy's Place for what seemed to be the
biggest Senior-Blowoff ever. Together we
celebrated the end of the 1984-85 year and
said good-bye and thank you to our dedi
cated Senior brothers and Little Sisters. If
only they could stick around another se
mester, may be then Bill Getty could join
the now infamous Pi Floor.
Sigma Pi would like to thank our Floor
Hockey team for representing us well this
semester. Although they lost in the cham
pionship game, there is little doubt that
they will return next year as one of the
top-ranked teams in the program. Also in
the Pi Sprotsline, the brotherrs who jour
neyed to Fullerton to participate in a Sig
ma Pi Softball Tournament fared well, yet
lost to UCLA in their last game. Team
Mom, Nancy Wakeman, was there to root
us on, along with some of our spirited Lit
tle Sisters. We're looking forward to next
year's tournament.

Sigma Chi

'85 Officers Elected
The Theta Lambda Chapter of Sigma
Chi is proud to announce the outcome of
the elections for fall 1985 officers: Consul
(Pres.), Greg Levi; Pro Consul (VP), Pat
Kelley; Magister (Pledge Trainer), Dave
Love; Quaestor (Treasurer), Rob Lester;
Annotator (Secretary), Ray Pigeon; Trib
une, Barry O'Brien; Little Sister Liaison,
Tom Christ; Rush Chairman, Alex Lombardo; Fundraiser, Pat Barber; Historian,
Ron Wood; Social Chairman, Tod Hakes;
Scholarship Chairman, Mike Moser;
Sports Chairman, Mark Mozil; Justos
(SGT. at Arms), Tim Hunt, Alumni Rela
tions, Paul Garson.
An Awards Breakfast was held last Sa
turday at the Windrose Restaurant in Ma
rina Village honoring significant Sigs of
Theta Lambda for their outstanding work
during the past year.
Congratulations to Sigma Chi's new
Alumni. Graduating this year are: Jeff
McMillan, Dan White and Joe Capozzi.
Sigma Chi wishes all of USD, staff and
students, a safe and happy summer.

Alpha Kappa Psi

Banquet Awards
Alpha Kappa Psi initiated 28 new active
members on Monday the 29th at the Har
bor House. Both old and new actives are
excited about next year and the new exe
cutive board was elected last Tuesday.
Awards were presented at the initiation
banquet. Mo Hempstead received the
Presidential Service Award. Bart Spanjersberg was voted best active member. Viola
Uribe was the recipient of this semester's
Scholarship Award and Christina Etter
won best pledge.

The "Greek Voice" section exists for the purpose of allowing each in
dividual Greek organization to express ideas, publicize events, and com
municate with the rest of the community. Opinions expressed in the ar
ticles represent those of the fraternity/sorority for which the article is
named. These opinions do not necessarily represent those of the VISTA
staff or editors.
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Entertainment
Go Tell It On The Mountain
By Scott Stevens
Acting Editor

vey through his music and words. Stone
hill took the opportunity to introduce his
Last Saturday, Six Flags Magic Moun
new album, "Love Beyond Reason." In
tain thrilled to the sounds of six contem
Stonehill's own words, "It's a record, you
porary Christian rock groups at their an
know, vinyl. Actually, it's a hideous yel
nual "Hallelujah Jubilee," sponsored by
low thing with a red label and a blue stick
Star Song Productions.
er on the front. Don't give it to your chil
The event headlined two major Chris
dren, could be very dangerous, give them
tian artists, Randy Stonehill and Benny
nightmares." Well, with credit to his opin
Hester. Four other lesser-known groups al
ion of the record, it is actually a very en
so highlighted the major performances.
tertaining EP, released as a promo for the
Twila Paris, the newest artist to be releas
full-length album, which will hit the stores
ed under the Starsong label. Her hit sin
in mid-summer. The title track of the al
gle, "The Warrior Is a Child," has been in
bum is excellent, as is the duet with topthe No. 1 slot in the Christian Top 40 for
selling artist Amy Grant. The flip side of
the past four weeks. Also highlighted was
the EP contains a dance mix of the title
the up and coming group, White Heart,
track which lacks the catch of the pure
they're fast-paced sound excited audiences
track. All in all though, it appears that the
at all their performances. Additionally,
album will be one of his best, possibly top
the heavy metal sounds of Alien were also
ping the other seven, including the bestfeatured.
selling "Equator."
Hester was also good, but lacked the
Stonehill was by far the best of the per
flare of Stonehill. His deep, spiritual mes
formers. He has been named the "Clown
sage coupled with the fast, upbeat quality
Prince" of Christian Rock, and his on
of his music created a fine concert, howev
stage antics more than did justice to his
er. Even without the humor and antics of
reputation. Between heckling audience
Stonehill, Hester still had some unforget
members, trying to single-handedly create
table moments, such as the performance
an audio jungle environment for his fam
of his most famous song, "Nobody Knows
ous single, "Shut De Do," and spilling wa
Me Like You Do." Hester's concert was
ter on stage, Stonehill had the audience
not only entertaining, but deeply spiritual
rolling in the aisles. His songs, however,
and emotional. The message he shared
were every bit as entertaining as his stage
was heartfelt, and significant. All in all, I
presence. With such classics as "Lung Can
very much enjoyed listening to him.
cer," and "American Fast Food," the audi
It should be noted that although these
ence was besieged by laughter. Stonehill artists are very entertaining, and their
also has a serious side, however, and his
music has every bit of the quality of any of
reflective songs such as "China" and the professional secular artists, the pri
"Hide Them In Your Light" brought a
mary motive of the Christian groups is not
deep mood to his otherwise lighthearted
to entertain, it is to share the common
antics. Stonehill was thoroughly enter message that Jesus Christ is God, and is
taining, and had a good message to con
working constantly in all of our lives

THE FAR SIDE

Randy Stonehill headlined Hallelujah Jubilee at the Six Flags Magic Moun
tain theme park in Valencia, CA last Friday.

By GARY LARSON

By GARY LARSON

^\ 1OOV\<AVall

^
fViose stars,Becky.
-\ysere vr\ust be

fWheels of 'emj

NEED EXTRA CASH?
TOPS* CAN HELP YOU
EARN IT.

TOPS* TOTAL PERSONNEL has just
the job for you. . .and never a feel We
have temporary openings throughout
San Diego and North County for the
following skills:
CLERICAL—Entry level and up
INDUSTRIAL—Day work, inventories
Assembly and many, many more

NO FEE TO ANY
APPLICANT
LET TOPS* HELP YOU
MAKE YOUR SUMMER
FULL OF
FUN AND PROFIT
"For crying out loud, gentlemen!
That's us! Someone's installed
the one-way mirror in backward!"

Carl Sagan as a kid.
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Entertainment
Charity a la Killer B's
By Michael Hall

SDS Editor
It has often been said that mankind as a
whole can be capable of the lowest of
depravations against itself and its world,
while at the same time it can be responsi
ble for great, noble, and selfless acts. Half
a world away, there is a place that is slowly
dying, sweltering under the heat of an un
relenting sun and unyielding earth. Here
in the United States and elsewhere in the
free world, though untouched directly by
the disaster occurring in Africa, people
who have little to give to the cause but
themselves are taking note of the plight of
their brothers. And in this, they are show
ing the nobility of their humanity.
One of these efforts has culminated into
the recently released album, We Are The
World. It incorporates over two dozen of
the biggest names in American pop music,
running through the alphabet from
Ackroyd to Wonder. All profits from sales
of the record and of related merchandise
will be divested to feed those who need it
most.
The album itself, on a critical level, is
not really that bad at all. It contains the
single We Are The World, and nine
previously unreleased songs by various ar
tists. Unfortunately, as a whole, the
album resembles a K-tel release more than
anything else. Few of the songs are of stan
dard release quality. They are mostly
reminiscent of the flip side of your favorite
hits.
Of only mediocre quality are songs by

Chicago, Steve Perry, the Pointer Sisters,
Kenny Rogers, and Tina Turner. These
were probably cuts that did not rate being
put into their latest albums. However, the
number contributed by Bruce Spring
steen, called Trapped, is pure Springsteen.
It is by far the best song on the album, and
should be released into the top forty
charts soon. For something completely dif
ferent, there is Prince's contribution, 4
The Tears In Your Eyes, a neo-funk dance
gospel tune. Totally different, and really
strange.
Also of interest is Canada's version of a
super-group recording. The one perfor
mance only group's name is the Northern
Lights, and has about as many people sing
ing as are in USA FOR AFRICA. They in
clude Mike Reno (of Loverboy), Aldo
Nova, JOhn Candy (of SCTV), Gordon
Lightfoot, Bryan Adams (the Corey Hart
of Western Canada), and Corey Hart (the
Bryan Adams of Eastern Canada). The
lyrics, written by Adams, are fresh and
original. About a third of the song is sung
in French, the language of Quebec, and is
very effective. I liked this song even better
than We Are The World, but maybe that's
because of all the exposure and air time
that this song has received.
All in all, the album is one that rates
buying. Not because it is of superior quali
ty or artistry; there are many more releases
that score higher. But none deserve your
money more. Remember, the record on
your turntable may equate to the food in
someone's stomach.

EATING DISORDERS
. . . CAN BE FATAL
. . . CAN BE TREATED

The Eating Disorders Program at
Alvarado Parkway Institute is the oldest
and most experienced program for the
treatment of Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia in San Diego County.
Our OUTPATIENT EVENING
TREATMENT PROGRAM offers
intensive care for students and
working individuals at LOW COST.
Inhospital treatment, intervention
assistance, and nutritional counseling
also available. Call for assessment.

ALVARADO
PARKWAY
INSTITUTE

(619) 465-4411

7050 Parkway Drive, La Mesa, CA 92041

Let's Party!!!
By the Unknown Party Animal
Staff Writer

Armada Terrace Party in Point Lama
—I must admit that I was skeptical
about this party from the beginning.
What was one to expect from a party
when the flyer for it was on display
under the glass top of Tower Records'
sales counter? But then again, I've
never been one to turn down a possi
bly great party.
Well, as it turned out, it was a Point
Loma High School festivity. I guess
mommy and daddy were out of town
so these rich Point Loma brats were
throwing a wild one not realizing the
consequences of their party flyer dis
tribution. My friends and I didn't go
inside. Somehow it just looked out of
our league. No doubt this party be
came something very exciting around
11 or 12 o'clock considering some of
the patrons that shop at Tower Rec
ords that probably saw the flyer. Hee
hee.
We hit the road.
*

*

*

Argo Hall Party at UCSD—
Yeah, I know I attacked this place a
couple of weeks ago for a party (or lack
of) they had. So I must be a fool to try
it again, right? Well, I guess I must be a
fool because this wasn't much better.
Oh, the party was there all right, but
there were other problems.
First of all, Argo Hall, like most of
the La Jolla campus' dormitories, is
quite large (six stories). Apparently,
security is pretty tight here so instead
of having one big party, many indi
vidual dorm rooms have small parties
and people can roam from one room
to another. Plus there's a lot of party
ing in between rooms as well. As a re
sult, it's nearly impossible for security
to break up all the parties if they
wanted to, whereas it wouldn't be if it
was one big party. These UCSDers
are pretty smart cookies!
However, there was a problem
when it came to non-UCSD students
like myself. To get beer you needed a
stamp. To get stamped you needed a
UCSD I.D. Pity, it looked like it

might have been fun. I didn't see any
one checking I.D.S at last weekend's
Rugby Party!
Another problem was the irritating
screech and grind "music" that was
blaring from the southeast corner of
the building. I'd never heard anything
quite like it before and I can safely say
I have no need to hear it again.
We ended up at a pub in downtown
(a place we go if all else fails). All in
all, a waste of a Friday evening.
*
*
*
Serra Hall Food Service Party—
These people are nuts! They're ani
mals! And to think they make and
handle our food. I'll never look at a
Bagle Dog the same way again. But
seriously, this was an interesting par
ty. There was a keg, punch (in a Sparklettes [?] bottled water dispenser),
and various mixtures coming from a
blender. There was a quarters game, a
rap session, a couple of attempted
rapes, and Prince on the tape deck.
Overall, a pretty good party, espe
cially if you were a member of Serra
Hall's Food Service. Unfortunately, 1
had to leave early because of a long
overdue appointment with sleep.
*
*
*
Cinco de Mayo Party in Pacific Beach
—This was a nice laid back party even
if everyone wasn't really in my age
group (they were older). There was
plenty to eat. Actually there was too
much to eat. Of course almost all of it
was Mexican food, but some Greek
eatables made there presence known
as well. And would you believe Fren
ch food? After all, cinco de mayo is
the celebration of Mexico's indepen
dence from France (not Spain as so
many people believe; that's diez y seis
de septiembre). There were crepes in
stead of tortillas which seemed like a
novel idea. There wasn't much Mexi
can atmosphere besides the food and
a few Tijuana lamps. Yet it wasn't
enough to mar the celebration. Good
food, nice home, decent party.
*
*
*
Next week: The Unknown Party
Animal Unmasked! Stay tuned.

PUT US TO THE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-GRE
MCAT•DAT
GREPSYCH GREBIO
MATPCAT-OCAT
VAT•TOEFL -SSAT
PSATSAT
ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE"
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time stall.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations.

NATIONAL MED BOARDS
MSKP • FMGEMS
FLEX • NDB - NPB i.
NCB • NCLEX-RN
CGFNS•CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL

CLASS^ORkHNG

Winter
JTI

Spring

USEES'*

U KflD^JflN
wWL

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

2180 Garnet Ave.
Pacific lic.ich. CA 92109

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SMCE 1938
In New YotV State Stanley H Kaplan Educational Center Ltd

(MVM 1 TO-SSIO
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San Diego Scene
Fishy Business In La Jolla
By Andrea C. Zinko
Staff Writer

While in La Jolla on Sunday, looking for
people that I couldn't find, I decided to re
visit something that I haven't had the
chance to see for four years. It was only a
little further, and, what the heck, I wasn't
doing anything anyway. When I reached
my destination, I suddenly remembered
that UCSD was having Open House, but
that didn't take away one wit from the
pleasure of going through Scripps Aquar
ium for the fourth time in nine years.
The history of this noble enterprise is
extremely interesting. William E. Ritter,
who was a Bio instructor at UC Berkeley,
decided to do a survey on the coast of Cal
ifornia. He was given $200 for equipment,
and proceeded for the next few years to do
summer excursions up and down the
coast. An ulterior motive was behind this
behavior, however. They were also trying
to select the site for a research center. In
1903 Fred Baker asked Ritter to do his sur
vey here in San Diego. They got through
the summer with $1,250, including the use
of a boathouse at the Hotel del Coronado
for a laboratory. At the end of the sum
mer the Marine Biological Association of
San Diego came into being, based in San
Diego for research of the Pacific Ocean
and to build a public aquarium. Of the
members, Ellen Browning Scripps and Ed
ward W. Scripps soon became the force be
hind this association.
In 1907 E.W. Scripps was able to get 170
acres of land for $1,000 in the name of the
association. Ellen Scripps made extremely

huge donations to the association, to fi
nance such things as the Scripps Building,
the library (which fell to the wrecking ball
in 1977), the pier, Ritter Hall and an en
dowment fund of $400,000. A building
was erectd at La Jolla Cove Park and was
used until 1910. The first building on the
land acquired was designed by Irving Gill,
who designed many famous houses in San
Diego. As per Ellen Scripps' request, the
building was named George H. Scripps
Memorial Marine Laboratory. The year
1912 brought ownership of the UC system
to this outpost, and UC reluctantly took
over, renaming it Scripps Institution for
the people who made it a reality.
Research cruises were conducted on
E.W. Scripps' research yacht Alexander
Agassiz from 1907 to 1916. The first book
published by the institution was Sea Shore
Animals of the Pacific (1927), which became
the first reliable handbook of marine life
in Southern California. In 1925 the name
of the institution changed again to Scripps
Institute of Oceanography, and became
incorporated in the Southern Section of
the Academic Senate of the UC system in
1937, which resulted in course offerings in
oceanography at UCLA. During the war
the institute hosted the military to teach
them about predicting waves, surf and
swells. After the war, Scripps became the
first school to offer graduate studies in
oceanography, plus published the only
textbook at the time on the subject.
Many laboratories to research many dif
ferent things about the mysteries of the
ocean were started at Scripps, as well as

creating instruments to measure different
things and drilling through the ocean
floor to discover more about how the
earth was created. Many famous scientists
worked here, including Carl L. Hubbs,
who in later years would join up with Sea
World to create their own research labora
tory and center to find out more about the
creatures of the sea. In 1960 UCSD came
into being, which resulted in more buil
dings and larger enrollment. It continues
today to be the leader in oceanographic
research.
The aquarium itself was originally built
in 1916 in a wood building. The building
where it is located now was built in 1950,
and combined both the aquarium and
museum for maximum educational immer
sion. Live exhibits (the fish, I mean) in
clude: Bahia los Frailes, which has sea
horses in one of the four tanks; La Jolla
kelp beds, which cover what you might
find if you move the wrong way; Micro
nesia, which is the Tropical West Pacific
(their words, not mine) with a tank full of
lionfish; Scripps Pier piling, which had
small butterfly rays; Mission Bay, which
included a tank teeming with spiney lobs
ter, tuna crab, and two large spider crab.
The poor spider crab were starting to lose
patience over the lobster crawling all over
them, and one almost lost his eyes because
of it! It also didn't help the fact that the
crab were trying to eat lunch at the time.
In the museum room is a Coelacanth,
said to be the closest cousin to a fish that
became extinct over 60 million years ago.
The formaldehyded one they have was

caught on the Indian Ocean off South Af
rica in 1938. Since then 85 more have
been caught off the Comoro Islands for re
search purposes. A wave machine is also
in the museum, and buttons can be push
ed to see how wave action works.
Outside the aquarium is a tidepool ex
hibit, built in 1975. The tide falls and rises
every four hours by a hydraulic mecha
nism created at Scripps. All kinds of tidepool plants and animals from the ocean
enhabit this structure, and at times nosy
birds land in the area to take a look (not at
Channel 69) and maybe pick up an early
dinner, which makes the children watch
ing squeal with joy.
The aquarium is located on La Jolla
Shores Drive, and is open all year long.
The hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., with
a suggested admission price of $1 for adults
and 50 cents for children. You don't have
to pay if you don't.waqf to, since tj^e mu
seum operates on donations and govern
ment funds. If you want to see some real
action, go on Wednesday or Sunday at ap
proximately 1:30 p.m. for feeding time.
Scripps Aquarium is a good way to learn
a lot about the oceanographic environ
ment we live near plus tells us a lot about
the types of poisonous and non-poisonous
animals and organisms on the ocean floor
and floating around on the water. I would
suggest this to anyone who wants to go
someplace different. It's a wonderful expe
rience, and besides, where else can you
take an eye-to-eye look at a turtle, a sea
horse, or any other animal who likes to
show off to their adoring public?

"Good
friends
don't let
good
fnends
smoke
cigarettes."
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.
JOBS

AMERICAN
vCANCER
'SOCIETY*

JOBS

JOBS

JOBS

JOBS

JOBS

JUST AN ARMS LENGTH AWAY!
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT CENTER, SIRRA HALL J17

JOBS

JOBS
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Sports
Toreros Playing For Pride
By Jon Alan Lee
Staff Writer

In last week's baseball action, the
Toreros beat UC San Diego before drop
ping three straight to Loyola Marymount,
all on the road. The team's record now
stands, or rather lays, at 15-37-1.
On Monday, the Toreros built up a 5-1
lead on UCSD after seven, and proceeded
to put the game on ice in the eighth. A
grand slam by Dave Rolls was the high
light of the crushing inning. Mark Trafton
added a long ball in the ninth for good
measure. Rolls finished with five RBI's and
David Jacas contributed two. As a team,
no errors were committed in the 12-1
romp.
On Friday, USD started a three game
set against Loyola with a 8-3 loss. Two in
the first and three in the fifth and eighth
innings for Loyola wrapped up the game.
Dan Echeveste, who amassed three hits in
the game, kept the score respectable with a
two-run single in the ninth. Jacas, on an
offensive tear as of late, chipped in two
hits.
In Saturday's doubleheader, game one

started with the Toreros making three er
rors in the first inning en route to allowing
three unearned runs by Loyola. USD
managed only six hits, all singles, off of
Loyola pitching. Two of the hits were
rocketed from the lethal bat of Steve
Bogard, as the little guy came off of the
bench to try to spark the Toreros. His ef
forts were in vain, however, as the final
score was 10-0.
The final game of the week was a nip
and tuck contest which eventually became
a 4-2 loss for the Toreros. A solo round
tripper by Jacas highlighted a 2-1 lead for
USD after seven innings. Loyola struck in
the eighth for three runs, though, and the
Toreros failed to come back. Once again,
sterling defense was played by the squad as
no errors were registered for USD. Eche
veste had two hits to raise his average for
the next to .538.
Although the team is obviously out of
any exciting races, the remainder of the
season will be a dogfight for individual
leaders in statistics, particularly in the
categories of homeruns and batting aver
age.

SENIOR CELEBRATION
LEHR'S BLOWOUT PARTY
2 Bands:

• Siers Brothers • Lenin Brothers
JD "Music As You Like It"
Free Hors d'oeuvres

4 Drink Specials

Tickets on Sale in Box Office
$5.00 presale $7.00 at the door

The Women's Varsity Boat cruises through the water at Oxnard in the
Southern California Women's Championships. Photo by Mathew Stehly.

DON'T MISS IT!

SUNDAY MAY 26th!
9:00 p.m. — 1:30 a.m.

Casual.
Comfortable. Californian.
ELLAS
HAIR
DESIGN
a full service salon
7608 Linda Vista Rd.
(Mesa College Dr. & 163)
Kearny Mesa

268-8865
New salon
(formerly La Jolla Cutting Co.)
737 Pearl St., La Jolla
La Jolla

456-1170
Precision style cuts for women $13 (reg. $18) men $10 (reg. $15)
Highlighting (foil weaving) starting at $25 (reg. $45 and up)
Directional perms $25 (reg. $40) • Cellophane $15 (reg. $25)
(Long hair extra)
Facial $28 (reg. $35) • Body wraps $35 (reg. $45)
Vt leg wax special $12 (reg. $15)
Exp. June 30, 1985

Tjps and acrylics or wraps ($15 off) • Manicure and pedicure combo ($5 off)

Women Rowers Fare Well
at SC Crew Championships

By Julie O'Neil
Staff Writer

The USD Women's Crew team went up
to Oxnard for the Southern California
Women's Championships and placed 4th
in the overall team standings. There were
4 USD boats entered and the Novice 4
faired the best.
The Novice 4 beat UCSD in the race for
second place. UCLA had beaten both
teams on Saturday to automatically place
first in the event. The UCLA team has an
excellent program and are bigger and
stronger than the other teams and it paid
off.
The USD 4 put up a good fight against
UCLA but they found it hard to gain
even a seat in the whole race. The race
against UCSD was a little more evenly
competitive. USD held a commanding
lead throughout the race and finished well
ahead of UCSD. This boat shall be going
to the Western Sprints and has a very
strong chance of placing in their event.
The Novice A boat is also going to the
Western Sprints. They had a disappoint
ing race against San Diego State. The next
race was a better example of their competi
tive edge. They raced against UCSD and
won by less than a second. The race was
close and USD came out ahead.

On Sunday in the petit final they had a
very exciting race against Loyola Marymount. The last. 250 meters it was neck
and neck all the way and it looked as
though Loyola had the lead but one last
solid pull put USD in the lead winning by
less than a second.
The mixture of novice and varsity and
the lack of practice finally took its toll on
the lightweight boat. Loyola took the lead
at the 500-meter mark and never let up.
USD struggled to pull together but it was
too late and Loyola crossed the finish line
first.
The second race of the day gave the
lightweights another chance to pull the
boat together and they did, but UCSD
was just too strong. UCSD is one of the
top 2 lighweight boats on the west coast
and they definitely proved that on Satur
day against USD. They went on to prove
their top ranking in Sunday's final against
Loyola. The USD lightweight boat did
not race on Sunday due to the two losses
on Saturday.
The Varsity boat did get a chance to
race on Sunday in the third final, but after
two races on Saturday. They raced Loyola
first and had a hard time. They too had a
hard time pulling together and Loyola had

Continued On Page 14.
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Men's Tennis '85: Chris Smith MVP, Etc,
USD's year-end tennis banquet,
held last Friday evening, was nearly a
one-man show.
Freshman Chris Smith received
awards for Most Valuable Player, Best
Singles Record, Sportsmanship and
Most Improved.

Freshman netter Chris Smith grabbed the MVPaward, among others, at
the tennis banquet on Friday. Smith amassed a 29-6 singles record in
1985.

Although his doubles record was
not outstanding (16-15), his singles
record was among the best in USD
tennis history. Chris won 29 matches
and lost only six. He recorded wins
against such top-ranked schools as
USC, Cal Berkeley, UC Irvine, Utah,
Florida, Long Beach State and Ari
zona State.
Chris' 29 wins sets a record for most
singles wins, and his win/loss percent
age is third behind Terry Ward's 22-4
(.846) set in 1981, and Peter Herr
mann's 26-5 (.838), set in 1980.
In addition to being MVP, Chris
was also selected by his teammates as
the Most Improved Player and Best
Sportsmanship.
"I'm not sure what to say," said
Smith, "but I did improve a lot and
my temperament makes it pretty easy
to act normal on the court."
Chris started the year out slowly; he

Irvine Tops Torero Crew
By Cathy Hupp
Staff Writer
UC Irvine proved to be tough competi
tion for all three men's crews as they
traveled to Newport for a dual meet last
Sunday. Hoping to rally from their loss to
UC Irvine at the Crew Classic, which put
both the varsity and freshmen in second,
USD came away disappointed as UCI
made a sweep of last weekend's regatta.
In the varsity race, USD finished the
2000 meter course with a 6:02.8, UC Ir
vine with a 5:52.9. The J.V. rowers fin
ished with a 6:30, behind UCI's 6:15. In
the freshman race, USD pulled for a 6:13,
but it wasn't enough to match the UCI
freshmen's 6:05.
The season is not over for men's crew
yet. The varsity and freshmen are training
intensely for the Western Springs cham
pionships coming up on May 18-19 (right

This year's directorship selection process has been completed.
We were fortunate to have many talented candidates which
made the selection process very difficult.

during finals). The varsity are rowing early
mornings to prepare. The Sprints are held
in Sacramento, and they are the West
Coast Championship races.
Varsity rower Walter Turner said, "We
were disappointed with our race at UCI,
but we're looking forward to meeting all
the schools at the Western Sprints."
Varsity coach Joe Flohr said, "We lost
by a larger margin than we did at the
Crew Classic, which may be partially due
to some of the lineup changes we've had
since Scott (DiValerio) got hurt." The cur
rent lineup did row together at UCSB the
week before, but it takes time to develop
real "swing" with each new boat.
For the freshmen, this was only their se
cond loss this year at dual meets. Coach
Joe Buchanan is looking forward to the
Springs to match other California and
West Coast freshman squads.

As in any process of this sort, decisions have to be made, often
between individuals who are qualified for the position.
I congratulate and commend the people who were chosen to
serve the students for next year. 1 have all the faith that they
will perform in their perspective positions with excellence!
The 1985-86 directorships are listed below:
The following are the results of the ASB Directorship appoint
ments. Everyone must attend a general meeting Thurs., May 2
at 11:30 a.m. in Soloman Lecture Hall.

DIRECTORSHIPS:
BULLPEN

Mary Stuyvesant

COMMUNITY SERVICE

SIGN SHOP
ASST. SOCIAL CHAIRPERSON

CULTURAL ARTS

Women's Crew Championships

a good race. The second race against Long
Beach State gave them a chance to re
group and they had a much better race
against Long Beach State.
Long Beach also has a very good pro
gram and USD found them strong and
tough. Long Beach pulled ahead early in
the race and USD found themselves in a
tough position. Long Beach came out
ahead at the finish. Sunday proved to be a
much better race all around for USD.
They raced San Diego State and did an ex
cellent job. They came out a boat length
and a half ahead of San Diego State at the
finish.

Jan Alexander
Carla Hoffman

The weekend proved to be a good
chance to see who is the best in Southern
California, and truly UCLA is the best.
Their program is the strongest. With one
more race against UCSD USD will finish
their season very accomplished.

ELECTION COMMITTEE

Neave Foley
FILM FORUM
Mark Brogan
CO: Camille DiNocole
LARK

Mohammed Ghods
Assistant: Sam Lavorato

Overall Team Standings:
UCLA
UCSD
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
USD
LONG BEACH STATE
SAN DIEGO STATE
UC SANTA BARBARA

IS

PRESS SECRETARY

Frank Miguel
Debbie Dyar

Continued From Page 13.

lost a number of intrasquad matches
and was less than successful in tour
nament play. As the season began he
was playing No. 5, but as it progress
ed, so did Chris' game and his rank
ing.
"I improved my service returns and
backhand," he said.
Junior Jim McNamee also walked
away with multiple awards. He was re
cognized as the No. 1 singles player
and for Best Doubles Record.
"Jim has made nice progress since
last year," said Coach Ed Collins. "In
singles he was 18-15 in '84 and 21-15
in '85, plus he's made a big jump in his
doubles game."
Seniors Maris Luters and Doug
Bradley received plaques and photos
as senior awards and Bradley was re
cognized by his teammates for being
Most Inspirational and Team Cap
tain.
Said Collins, "I am especially proud
of the job Doug did as Team Captain.
His work habits and leadership quali
ties earned him a spot on a very pres
tigious list of former USD Team Cap
tains."
The Toreros ended the 1985 season
with a Dual Meet Record of 25-19.

Coleen Clifford

SPEAKERS BUREAU

Melissa Mackno

VISTA EDITOR

Scott Stevens

YEARBOOK EDITOR

Kathy Roskell
Assistant: Susan McDonald

GREEK REPRESENTATIVE

Bob Pasqual

Jl
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Sports
Toreras End Season
With .500 Week
By Tom Hoey
Staff Writer

The USD Women's Softball Team end
ed their season by winning 3 of their 6 fin
al games.
On Tuesday, May 1st the Toreras split a
pair of games with first place UCSD.
Diane Romo was the losing pitcher in the
4-2 opening loss. Romo pitched well until
the 5th inning when she hit 2 batters and
allowed 3 runs.
The visiting Toreras pounded out 9 hits
but stranded to many runners. "We had
enough hits we just couldn't score any
runs," said coach Kevin McGarry. Mary
Godfrey had 2 hits and an RBI and Kathy
Whitaker scored a run to pace the
Toreras.
USD came back to win the second
game, a 10-inning marathon, 5-2. Mary
Stanbra pitched all 10 innings scattering
only 9 hits to gain the victory.
Contributing offensively for USD was
Whitaker (triple), Mary Jo Gallina (2
RBIs), and Godfrey who was 2 for 5 with
the key blow a double with the bases load
ed in the 10th to drive in two runs.
On Wednesday, the Toreras swept a
double header from Christ College. USD
won the first game 13-2 as Natalie Quaratino and Sandy Sanchez combined for a
two hitter.
The Torera offense was sparked by Lynn

Hajdukovich who was 3 for 3 with an RBI
and Romo who had a 3-run homer.
Anne Martin pitched the second game
going 6 innings to gain the lopsided 12-3
win. Whitaker came on to pitch the 7th.
"Anne pitched a real good game," said a
pleased McGarry.
Supplying the offensive punch for USD
was Stanbra (2 hits, 2 RBIs), Linda Ander
son (3 hits, 1 RBI), and Jamie Feijoo with a
2-run homer. Also Liz Savage had a hit
while filling in at second base for Katie
O'Keefe. "Liz did a good job," said
McGarry.
On Saturday, the Toreras traveled to
La Verne College and lost both games of a
doubleheader.
Romo pitched a 4 hitter in the first game
only to lose 1-0. "Diane pitched by far her
best game of the season," said McGarry.
"We hit the ball hard but we didn't score
any runs."
Whitaker and Romo each had two hits
for USD.
Stanbra was the pitcher in the second
game and she also hurled a 4 hitter and
lost 4-2. Stanbra was the victim of 3 un
earned runs as the Toreras had a defensive
lapse in the third inning.
Godfrey and Gallina each had two hits
and Feijo was 1 for 3 for the Toreras.
For a complete wrap up of the soffball
season, please see next Thursday's Vista.

Sportstalk
Major League Fight Brewing
By John Schlegel
Sports Editor

Two heavyweights are preparing to slap on their gloves and step into the ring
again.
But the sport is not boxing, it's baseball, and the heavyweights are the two main
ingredients in the business of baseball—the commissioner and the players. The
gloves they are using are punching at the same goal, but they're ready to beat each
other senseless with them.
Although they both apparently are aiming at the same target—drug abuse in the
majors—Commissioner Peter Ueberroth and the Major League Baseball Players
Association seem to be headed for a title bout.
The most unfortunate thing is that when these two get into the ring, it is the
referee (lawyers, mediators, negotiators, etc.) that gets the spotlight, rather than
the sport itself.
Ueberroth announced Tuesday that he will institute a drug testing program for
everyone in baseball—except Major League Players. That means minor leaguers,
owners, coaches, bat boys, etc.
The Commissioner is telegraphing his punch a bit here, and it is not by acci
dent. What he is hitting with this jab is only setting up the roundhouse—man
datory drug testing for major leaguers.
And Kid U has some other heavyweights in his corner, including San Diego's
own Joan "We will have a clean team" Kroc. Of course, Joan and Ballard Smith
have had their own prelinary bout with Alan Wiggins, or at least his lawyers.
If you ask the Padres, Wiggins is down for the count until 1986. They an
nounced last Saturday that he would not play for the Padres this season.
That announcement brought the MLBPA flying through the ropes into the
ring. They say that the Padres can't do that and that, when Wiggins is "ready,"
they'll have to play, pay, or trade him.
Wait a minute, who walked out on whom? Logically, one would think that the
Pads could do whatever they felt like doing with Wiggins—he's their employee and
he walked out on their team.
But that's where the MLBPA's killer punch comes in—the drug agreement. That
contract states that players have amnesty from their past drug problem, which
comes in very handy for Wiggins, who was popped for possession of cocaine in
1982-

%
That's what Adia temps say
about the summer work we get for
them. Because Adia's got great
opportunities with top companies, at
top pay scales - right in your area.
If you want to work for the best companies
in town, talk to the best service in town.

Come in or call today
for a great summer job - tomorrow.
Check the white pages for
the office nearest you.
32 California offices.
EOE

adia
personnel
services

So, what will probably happen is that this preliminary fight will be continued in
the courts, and Wiggins will be playing for another team, if not this year, then the
next.
Although he might be considered damaged goods, Wiggins' natural talent
should attract interest around the league. He is a superior athlete and he fit in well
with the Padre lineup—hopefully, he can stay in S.D., but don't hold your breath.
So now the two fighters stand toe to toe again, ready for the main event. Kid U,
carrying the banner of morality and clean living, versus the MLBPA, backing
themselves up with constitutional rights and the best bargaining tool
possible—the players.
They're both trying to solve the drug abuse problem in the majors. Let's hope
they don't slap themselves silly in the process.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

MATH PREP WORKSHOP
July 15—August 16, 1985
Designed for students who need intensive prepara
tion for college-level courses beyond the Math II
level, this course will fulfill the requirement
of Math 10 in V5 the time for V3 the cost!
For a descriptive brochure detailing topics of dis
cussion and fees, please call or see Kathy Hare at
the Manchester Executive Conference Center,
(619) 260-4585.
The Math Prep Workshop is not for credit, therefore, students will
be able to study the course material under less stressful conditions.
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Trorr Lives Reigns As Floor Hockey Champs
There is a new king of the hill. Last
Thursday's championship game resulted
in Trorr Lives proving that they deserve
to be this year's best IM floor hockey
team. With two well-balanced squads,
Trorr Lives substituted freely to tire out
and finally overcome Sigma Pi II by a
score of 4 to 1. Trorr completely dominat
ed the last part of the game, scoring all
four of their goals in the last two periods.
Trorr also outshot Sigma Pi II by a total

Intramural Spirit at USD
To say that intramural sports is the most
important part of college life at the Univer
sity of San Diego may be an exaggeration.
However, it is probably not that far from
the truth. Over the years, the intramural
program has fostered many friendships for
the students, faculty, and staff of the uni
versity. It has served as a rallying point for
fraternities, sororities, dormitories, clubs,
and commuter students. What used to be a
3-sport program now offers students the op
portunity to participate in over 20 different
leagues, tournaments, and special events.
Students will leave USD with fond memo
ries of the comradarie, competition, and
the inevitable after-game social activities,
not to mention the preseason team-name
selection party. Some of these names were
even fit to print. This past year was no ex
ception as many friendly rivalries were de
veloped, joked about, and pursued.
Ever-increasing numbers of students
have turned out to participate in such
leagues as softball, basketball, soccer, flag
football, and the fastest growing intramur
al sport, floor hockey, Touraments in vol
leyball, racquetball, and tennis are also
quite popular. Over two-thirds of the stu
dent population plays in one or more in
tramural event each year. However, what
may be remembered best is the wild times
that were had at the semi-annual mid
night bowling tournament.
Looking back on this past year of intra
mural sports at USD, students will cer
tainly remember some of the dominant
teams. Playing for the Gutter Dusters
(midnight bowling), Better Buy the Case
(co-rec softball), or Thursday Night at the
Spigot (5x5 basketball) meant never hav
ing to buy a T-shirt. There were also the
big upsets. Uncle Wiggley's Travelling AllStars ended the Kearns four-season reign

on top of the mens softball league. These
same guys then got together in floor hock
ey and as Trorr Lives knocked off the de
fending champs in this sport to win yet an
other title. In the fall, the BAMFs won the
flag football title when Sigma Pi looked
unbeatable. At least that is what Perry the
Prognosticator thought. How many layoff
games did that guy ever prognosticate cor
rectly? Obviously not too many.
Perhaps the most memorable aspect of
the intramural sports program at the Uni
versity of San Diego is some of the unique
personalities of the participants. Jim Kelly
and Eric Woods were always there with
helpful though usually unappreciated ad
vice for the officials. Only Steve Poltz could
have spoke the words, "I failed my test but
who cares, we won the volleyball cham
pionship." Finally, who else but Mike Pacino would arrange to have the softball
championship games videotaped. No won
der everyone wanted to beat the Kerns.
No talk of intramural sports could be
complete without mention of the backbone
of the program; the officials. Without ex
ception, the intramural official is the key
man (or woman) in insuring that all the
players have a good time. In return for per
forming this important service, the official
usually receives more abuse than a bar
room bouncer, and less respect than Rod
ney Dangerfield. He also has the pleasure
of calling his best friend out on a close play
and then having to go out and look for a
new best friend. It is amazing that there is
such a thing as a returning or veteran offi
cial.
Yet there are many. It must be that good
old intramural spirit. Maybe intramural
sports are not the most important part of
college life at USD, they may only be the
best.

Oxford Study Program
Information Meeting
Monday, May 13 3:00 p.m.
DeSales Faculty Dining Room

of 20 to 13 shots. Of the shots taken at

Trorr's goalie Mike Theberge many
would have gone in against any other
goalie. Theberge played a fantastic game
many times sacraficing his body to fall on
a puck amongst many flailing sticks. Mike
Ricciardelli gave Trorr all of their scoring
power as he put in 3 of their four goals.
Sigma Pi II's (playing perhaps a little
tired after their battle against Victory
through Violence the previous night)

Thanks for another
great year of
Intramurals!
See You Next Fall!

only score came in the second period from
Whitly Collins. The Pi men played a good
game, but Trorr just seemed to be a little
quicker moving and getting to the ball.
Intramurals are now over for the year,
but fall is only a few months away. Teams
can savour their victories for a little while
longer, but next year will bring improved
teams and new champions.
FINAL RANKINGS
1. Trorr Lives
2. Sigma Pi II
3. CCCP
4. Victory Through Violence
5. Kappa Kegga Pasta

Classifieds

SUMMER JOBS: Maintenance, Reception
ist, Admin. Asst., Promotions and Instruc
tional positions available at Mission Bay
Aquatic Center. Priority eligibility for under
21 and self-supporting, apply 1001 Santa
Clara Pt. 488-1036. Deadline to apply 5/16.
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